
Super Bowl Prop Bets 

Check www.MacaroniForever.com/superbowl at the end of the game for “official” answers.  

Name: ________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

• www.macaroniforever.com • 

Will Pink’s national anthem go longer than 2 minutes? 
Timer starts when she starts singing and ends when she finishes the word “brave”.    
YES  or  NO 
 
Will the coin toss land on heads or tails?    
HEADS  or  TAILS 

 
What will be advertised in the first commercial shown after the start of the game?   
CAR  or  BEVERAGE  or  FOOD  or  TV SHOW/MOVIE  or  OTHER 
 
Which team will score first, and how?    
PATRIOTS TD or PATRIOTS FG or EAGLES TD or EAGLES FG or EITHER TEAM SAFETY 
 
What will the first penalty be for?    
PASS INTERFERENCE or HOLDING or OFFSIDES/FALSE START or OTHER 
 
Which will be higher: the temperature at the start of the game (in Fahrenheit) or the total points 
scored in the first quarter? 
If the announcer does not say the temperature within 10 minutes of kickoff, we’ll look on the weather app for Minneapolis, MN.   
TEMPERATURE  or  POINTS 

 
What will Justin Timberlake’s first song be?   
CAN’T STOP THE FEELING  or  CRY ME A RIVER  or  ROCK YOUR BODY  or  OTHER 
 
How many times will the Seahawks infamous interception be shown? 
Count is from kickoff until the last second of the game. 

ZERO   or  ONE   or  MORE THAN ONE 
 
At the end of the third quarter, will the team that is ahead have an even or odd score? 
ZERO/EVEN  or ODD 
 
What color of liquid will be poured on the winning coach?   
RED/ORANGE  or  BLUE/PURPLE  or  GREEN/YELLOW  or  CLEAR  or  OTHER 
 
Who will the MVP thank first on live TV? 
TEAM/COACH   or  FAMILY/WIFE   or  GOD/JESUS  or OTHER 
 
How many total points will be scored during the game? 
48 OR LESS  or  49 OR MORE 

 

Tiebreaker: What time will the game officially end? Closest guess wins. _______ 


